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Androgen receptor (AR) cistrome in prostate differentiation and cancer progression
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Abstract: Despite the progress in development of better AR-targeted therapies for prostate cancer (PCa), there is no curative therapy for castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). Therapeutic resistance in PCa can be characterized in two broad categories of AR therapy resistance: the first and most prevalent one involves restoration of AR activity despite AR targeted therapy, and the second one involves tumor progression despite blockade of AR activity. As such AR remains the most attractive drug target for CRPC. Despite its oncogenic role, AR signaling also contributes to the maturation and differentiation of prostate luminal cells during development. Recent evidence suggests that AR cistrome is altered in advanced PCa. Alteration in AR may result from AR amplification, alternative splicing, mutations, post-translational modification of AR, and altered expression of AR co-factors. We reasoned that such alterations would result in the transcription of disparate AR target genes and as such may contribute to the emergence of castration-resistance. In the present study, we evaluated the expression of genes associated with canonical or non-canonical AR cistrome in relationship with PCa progression and prostate development by analyzing publicly available datasets. We discovered a transcription switch from canonical AR cistrome target genes to the non-canonical AR cistrome target genes during PCa progression. Using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), we discovered that canonical AR cistrome target genes are enriched in indolent PCa patients and the loss of canonical AR cistrome is associated with tumor metastasis and poor clinical outcome. Analysis of the datasets involving prostate development, revealed that canonical AR cistrome target genes are significantly enriched in prostate luminal cells and can distinguish luminal cells from basal cells, suggesting a pivotal role for canonical AR cistrome driven genes in prostate development. These data suggest that the expression of canonical AR cistrome related genes play an important role in maintaining the prostate luminal cell identity and might restrict the lineage plasticity observed in lethal PCa. Understanding the molecular mechanisms that dictate AR cistrome may lead to development of new therapeutic strategies aimed at restoring canonical AR cistrome, rewiring the oncogenic AR signaling and overcome resistance to AR targeted therapies.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in men and is the direct cause of over 26,000 death in the USA last year [1]. Alterations in androgen receptor (AR) signaling is one of the master drivers in prostate cancer and tumor progression. Targeting AR signaling by current androgen deprivation therapies yields a high 5-year survival rate, however, most patients relapse with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) for whom no effective therapy is available [2, 3].

AR signaling plays an essential role not only in prostate development but also in prostate cancer progression, and AR signaling remains the most attractive target for intervention in PCa. In prostate tissue, androgens are involved in differentiation, development and normal functioning [4]. AR, a member of nuclear steroid family of receptors, is a ligand-dependent transcription factor and is essential for mediating actions of androgens [5]. AR is a 110 kDa protein with 4 functional domains: the amino-terminal transactivation domain, DNA-binding domain, the hinge region and the ligand-binding domain. As
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a classic steroid hormone receptor, it forms a complex with chaperones such as heat shock protein 90 when androgen is absent. Upon androgen binding to AR, it dimerizes and enters into the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, AR specifically binds to the androgen response elements (AREs) through its DNA binding domain, recruiting transcription co-factors initiating the transcription of AR target genes [6]. AR signaling is required for the development of normal prostate as well as PCA [7]. PCA rarely occurs in eunuchs or men with a deficiency in 5α-reductase, highlighting the importance of androgens and AR signaling in PCA. Normal prostate epithelial cells, as well as early-stage PCA cells, depend on androgens and other stromal-derived (paracrine) factors for growth and survival; for example, epidermal growth factor (EGF) [9]. Advanced genomic studies of CRPC patients revealed that AR is the most common mutated gene and most CRPC patients harbor AR gene amplification and/or AR overexpression [10]. Despite its pivotal role in prostate cancer, the activity of AR is also crucial for the maturation and maintenance of prostate luminal cells [11].

Activation of Androgen receptor signaling independent of androgens confers castration resistance in prostate cancer and is a hallmark of the majority of the CRPC patients. A high proportion of mutations are observed in the ligand-binding domain of AR in hormone-refractory and metastatic PCa, and mutant AR could be activated by other steroid hormones [7]. It is thought that androgen withdrawal therapy results in massive apoptosis of androgen-dependent malignant cells, thus selecting from a reservoir of cells which either are more dependent on polypeptide growth factors or cytokines and less dependent upon androgens for growth [12], or whose AR signaling pathway has experienced gain of function through heightened androgen sensitivity, alterations in co-factor expression, or other mechanisms [13]. In contrast to commonly used AR-independent cell lines, most prostatic cancers from patients failing hormone therapy overexpress AR and many possess AR mutations [14, 15]. Some evidence suggests that the androgen receptor can be transactivated independently of androgens by other growth factor and cytokine receptor pathways, notably EGF and interleukin-6 (IL-6) [16-18].

Mechanisms of AR activation independent of androgens include mutations to the ligand binding domain of the AR; AR activation by of phosphorylation, sumoylation and or acetylation; overexpression of AR; expression of the splice variants of AR that lack ligand binding domain, and/or; altered expression of AR co-factors. However, the impact of these AR-independent AR activation mechanisms on transcriptional targets of AR remains to be fully appreciated.

The activity of sequence-specific transcription factors requires not only the presence of specific DNA elements but also the accessibility of those DNA elements which are often modified by transcription co-factors. As in the case of the pioneer transcription factor FOXA1 and AR, various levels of FOXA1 and AR have been suggested to alter AR genomic binding sites (AR cistrome) which promotes the progression of prostate cancer [19]. Recently Pomerantz et al. discovered that AR cistrome is extensively altered in CRPC patients with the tumor-specific enrichment of HoxB13 and FoxA1 motifs near AR binding sites compared with normal prostate tissue [20]. Based on the classic genetic central dogma, disparate AR cistrome would lead to the transcription of divergent AR target genes which can be used as the markers for canonical or non-canonical AR cistrome respectively.

The burst of sequencing technology has greatly enhanced our ability to develop broader understanding of prostate organogenesis and the development of prostate cancer. With the decreasing sequencing expenses and the data sharing policy, growing number of genomic data from various experimental setups have been made available for the scientific community [21]. In this study, we analyzed the expression of AR-target genes in publicly available databases inferring the disparate AR cistrome to better understand the role of canonical and non-canonical AR cistromes in prostate development, prostate cancer progression, metastasis and therapeutic resistance.

**Methods**

Microarray and RNA-Seq datasets were downloaded from the GEO archive [22]. GEO hosts other categories of high-throughput functional genomic data, including those that examine
genome copy number variations, chromatin structure, methylation status and transcription factor binding. These data are generated by the research community using high-throughput technologies like microarrays and, more recently, next-generation sequencing. The database has a flexible infrastructure that can capture fully annotated raw and processed data, enabling compliance with major community-derived scientific reporting standards such as ‘Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment’ (MIAME). TCGA prostate cancer datasets were obtained from cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal.org/). Statistical analysis of differences in expression levels for transcripts between the Gleason score 6-7 vs. Gleason score 8-10 patients were performed using the non-parametric Mann Whitney test. Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using default setting [23].
Results and discussion

Loss of canonical AR and enrichment of non-canonical AR cistrome during prostate cancer progression

To elucidate the role of AR cistrome in prostate cancer, we probed the expression level of a panel of genes involved in canonical or non-canonical AR cistrome in TCGA database. We discovered that expression of non-canonical AR cistrome related genes positively correlated with increasing Gleason score while expression of the canonical AR cistrome related genes negatively correlated with prostate cancer progression (Figure 1A and 1B). These data suggest that the loss of expression of canonical AR cistrome related genes and gain of expression of non-canonical AR cistrome associated genes correlate with prostate cancer progression.

Negative enrichment of canonical AR target genes during prostate cancer progression and metastasis

Next we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) in the Swedish-watchful waiting cohort (GSE16560). These results reveal that canonical AR target genes are enriched in indolent prostate cancer patients (Figure 2A). These data suggest that expression of canonical AR cistrome associated genes could be a predictor of better clinical outcome.

Since tumor metastasis is the leading cause of prostate cancer deaths, we asked the question whether canonical AR cistrome related genes were downregulated in metastasis. For these studies we interrogated the microarray data from GSE3325 which includes 4 benign prostate tissues samples, 5 clinically localized primary prostate cancer samples and 4 metastatic prostate cancer samples [24]. Results reveal that canonical AR target genes were significantly enriched in benign and clinically localized prostate cancer tissues when compared with metastatic tissues (Figure 2B). Moreover, comparison of the benign prostate tissue with clinically localized prostate cancer tissue did not yield significant enrichment of canonical AR target genes (data not shown). These collective data provide further evidence to support the notion that loss of canonical AR cistrome related genes is associated with prostate cancer metastasis.

Induction of canonical AR cistrome in prostate organogenesis

Due to the fact that canonical AR cistrome target gene set is produced in LNCaP, a prostate cancer cell line, we asked the question whether canonical AR cistrome related genes were upregulated during prostate organogenesis especially in the differentiation of prostate luminal cells. We used the dataset GSE-81439 where RWPE1 cells were transfected with NKX3.1 to induce its luminal differentiation [25]. We observed the significant enrichment of canonical AR cistrome target genes

Figure 2. Enrichment of canonical AR cistrome related genes in indolent PCa, benign prostate and clinically localized PCA tissues: GSEA was performed with default settings. Canonical AR target genes were obtained from literature [29]. The normalized enrichment score (NES) and false discovery rate (q) were shown in the corresponding figure. Canonical AR target genes were enriched in indolent PCA patients (A) when compared with lethal PCA patients; in benign prostate tissue samples (B upper panel) and in clinically localized PCA tissue (B lower panel) when compared with metastatic tissue.
in RWPE1 cells overexpressing NKX3.1 compared with vector control group (Figure 3A). Furthermore, the loss of function mutation in NKX3.1 disrupts the enrichment of canonical AR cistrome target (Figure 3A). Notably, we also observed the significant enrichment of canonical AR cistrome target genes in human prostate luminal cells when compared with prostate basal cells using the dataset GSE67070 (Figure 3B) [26]. These association studies suggest that canonical AR-cistrome plays a key role in luminal differentiation of prostate epithelium and as such may reflect luminal phenotype in prostate cancer.

**Conclusion/Discussion**

Although canonical AR cistrome target gene set was generated in prostate cancer cell lines, we discovered that canonical AR cistrome target genes correlate with luminal differentiation in the prostate, and canonical AR cistrome target genes are able to distinguish prostate luminal cells vs. basal cells. These considerations suggest a central role for activation of AR in prostate differentiation and prostate carcinogenesis. More importantly, our findings that canonical AR cistrome target genes were enriched in prostate cancer tissues from indolent prostate cancer patients while non-canonical AR target genes are enriched during disease progression, suggest that prostate cancer progression involves de-differentiation of the luminal epithelial phenotype. Interestingly non-canonical AR cistrome targets are enriched in cell-cycle-related genes suggesting the involvement in promoting tumor growth. In addition, canonical AR cistrome might function as transcription repressor inhibiting the transcription of metastasis-related transcription factors such as Snai1 [27, 28]. These findings also raise the possibility that canonical AR target genes might be involved in maintaining the differentiated status of prostate cells, thereby playing tumor suppressive role, and disruption of the canonical AR cistrome might contribute to prostate cancer progression (Figure 4).

As such, it is logical to predict that the restoration of canonical AR cistrome might convert lethal prostate cancer into indolent prostate cancer which is non-metastatic and sensitive to castration. Since AR co-factors play an important role in defining AR cistrome, more efforts are needed in studying which co-factors facilitate canonical AR cistrome and which co-factors facilitate non-canonical AR cistrome. Furthermore, such studies will offer a deeper understanding of how AR regulates different target genes and shed light on the development of possible therapeutic interventions targeting AR cistrome and for development of biomarkers for the early detection of lethal prostate cancer.
Figure 4. Hypothetical model of disparate actions of AR signaling: Canonical AR cistrome drives expression of genes associated with differentiation and luminal cell identity. This phenotype is highly sensitive to anti androgen therapies, as such PCa patients that display canonical AR signaling are highly responsive to AR targeted therapies and have prolonged survival. AR gene mutation, alternative splicing, protein modifications, altered level of AR co-factors and in response to androgen ablation therapies, non-canonical AR cistrome emerges which drives expression of genes associated with deregulated cell cycle, metastasis, lineage plasticity. Such changes result in androgen independent growth and proliferation in PCa and drive castration resistance. Research efforts aimed at developing therapeutic interventions that help restore canonical AR cistrome in CRPC are warranted.
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